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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Spacecraft Attitude Control 
One of the most important problems in spacecraft design is that of attitude sta­
bilization and control. Although the missions of space vehicles and their attitude 
requirements vary greatly, high pointing accuracy is an important part of the overall 
design problem for a spacecraft control system. Meeting the spacecraft attitude con­
trol system design requirements in a realistic environment where the knowledge about 
the system parameters may be incomplete and disturbances are present is a challeng­
ing task, since the traditional control techniques and even recent developments in 
feedback linearization methods have some difficulties in dealing with the attitude 
control problem with both uncertain system parameters and uncertain disturbances. 
The conventional ACS method is to obtain a linear approximation to a nonlinear 
system model, then apply the Hnear control theory [1] to the linearized model. But 
the requirement to use control momentum gyros (CMGs) and the available gravity 
gradient torques as control actuators, and the highly varied modes of operation and 
configuration have highlighted the difficulties associated with using the conventional 
approaches. The Space Station system violates the assumptions used in linearizing 
the system such as; small TEAs and negligible cross-product of inertias. For most 
proposed configurations, these are not valid assumptions during nominal operation. 
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Therefore, stability and performance problems may occur when utilizing the linear 
ACS control method. 
In recent years, the stability and performance problems have received consider­
able attention. Several nonlinear control approaches based on state transformation 
and nonlinear feedback have been developed to improve the system performance. 
This feedback linearization technique consists of a coordinate transformation which 
transforms the system to a nominal form and a nonlinear feedback control is employed 
to cancel the nonlinearility of the dynamic equations to result in an equivalent linear 
system. Then the well developed linear control theory can be applied. But it can only 
be applied to a certain class of nonlinear systems, and it requires exact knowledge 
about the nonlinear system model as well as the access to the full state. 
For the ACS systems with external disturbances of some random form, or un­
known parameters, it is difficult to apply the feedback linearization techniques. The 
aerodynamic disturbance torques acting on the Space Station are expected to have 
constant values and periodic components. As a result, attitude oscillation about 
torque equilibrium attitude will occur. The most common approach is called asymp­
totic disturbance rejection [2], which is based on the linearized model and it is nec­
essary to know the frequencies of the periodic disturbances for the control design 
to minimize their eifects. A neural network approach using Gaussian radial basis 
function networks for disturbance rejection which facilitates an adaptive regulation 
of spacecraft control systems is a very promising method. The radial basis func­
tion model can be regarded as a special two-layered network which is linear-in-the 
parameters and its weight training is fast and requires no system model assumptions. 
The first objective of this research is to try to investigate adaptive nonlinear 
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techniques which avoid the need for a linearized model for a Space Station attitude 
control problem. This robustness of the system is required for imprecisely unknown 
moments of inertia and the unmodeled dynamics due to structural flexibility. The 
primary variation in moments of inertia come from changes during buildup sequence 
from its movable payloads, docking/undocking with the space shuttle, and the un­
certainties in the moments of inertia of the station itself. These combined effects 
can be large. Another objective is to design a control law to stabilize the station 
against gravity gradient torques and to reject strong periodic disturbances caused 
by the rotation of solar panels and by variation in atmospheric density associated 
with the diurnal bulge. Finally, we try to apply the approximate linearization ap­
proaches to the attitude control and momentum management for the Space Station 
with unknown disturbances to achieve the system stability while the magnitude of 
the disturbances is large. 
Literature Review 
Linear Control Approach 
Significant research effort has addressed the problem of stabilization and per­
formance of the spacecraft attitude control systems. Most of the studies have been 
limited to a linearizable system. A certain class of solutions to the spacecraft attitude 
control problems employed the classical control approaches [3-8]. Linear quadratic 
regulator (LQR) synthesis technique has been exploited by many authors. Warren 
and Wie [2, 4] applied LQR approach to minimize the overall attitude and momen­
tum oscillations caused by the cyclic aerodynamic disturbances. An indirect adaptive 
control of Space Station with the gain calculation which is based on LQR theory with 
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eigenvalue placement in a vertical strip is addressed by Bishop et al. [9]. Based on 
recent advanced robust control theory, many publications [10-16] have shown that 
the robust and control design, /x-synthesis technique and game theory may 
be successfully applied to a Space Station with parameter uncertainty problems. 
Feedback Linearization Control 
With regard to the limitation of the imprecise knowledge of the actual model, 
Sheen [17] developed more promising approaches for a spacecraft attitude and/or 
momentum management based on the advanced theory of adaptive control of nonlin­
ear systems by developing an update control law in order to enhance the robustness 
for the systems with uncertain parameters. Because the adaptive control techniques 
are based on obtaining the linear model and the condition for the feedback lineariza­
tion is no longer satisfied when there are disturbances to the spacecraft, degradation 
in performance and stability may occur. Due to the restrictive condition for exact 
feedback linearization for many nonlinear systems, Krener [18] investigated the ap­
proximate full state linearization of nonlinear multi-output systems. Application of 
the approximate input-output linearization for ball and beam example which fails to 
have relative degree was studied by Hauser and Sastry [19]. 
Adaptive Nonlinear Control 
For most situations, the assumptions needed for linear approximation for a Space 
Station is not valid. Therefore, feedback linearization techniques attract more atten­
tions. Beginning with the work of Krener [18], many researchers have investigated 
the conditions under which nonlinear dynamical systems can be transformed into lin­
0 
ear, controllable systems. Hunt, Su and Meyer [24-26] found a class of such systems 
using state dependent feedback, linear coordinate changes in the input, and nonlinear 
state coordinate changes. Detailed descriptions can be found in Sastry and Isidori 
[27, 28]. Its application to spacecraft attitude control can be seen in [29-33]. How­
ever, the requirement for exact cancelation of nonlinearities is the main limitation for 
a nonlinear system with parameter uncertainties and unknown disturbances. 
To overcome the problem with parameter uncertainties. Sheen [17] has applied 
adaptive controller techniques for the Space Station because the inertia parameters 
are the major source of uncertainties. 
Due to the similarities of the robotic control problem and the spacecraft attitude 
control, the well developed robotic control techniques can be applied to spacecraft 
attitude control. This has been indicated by Slotine and Li in [34, 35]. Sponge 
[36] also developed a similar algorithm to obtain a robust adaptive control law for 
n-link robot manipulators using the Lyapunov based theory of guaranteed stability 
of certain system. But comprehensive stability analysis of the nonlinear system with 
disturbance is very limited. 
In handling periodic disturbance, Chen and Paden [37] developed an algorithm 
for a adaptive linearization of hybrid step motor problem that adaptively adds peri­
odic signals to the input to reduce the output torque ripples. 
Neural Network Control 
In recent years, the blooming application of neural network control can be seen 
in many areas. Narendra [38] and Mills et al. [39] exploited the connection between 
neural network controllers and the adaptive controllers. One of the important roles of 
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neural networks is the function approximation. Many authors have proposed neural 
networks as feedforward inverse dynamic controllers. Sanner and Slotine [40] devel­
oped a direct adaptive tracking control using Gaussian radial basis function networks 
to adaptively compensate for system nonilinearities. Gomi and Kawato [41] have also 
proposed a similar scheme using neural networks. Calis et al. [42] employed a neural 
network in combination with nonlinear controllers to compensate for the inverse error 
present when feedback linearization methods are employed. A very effective learning 
algorithm (orthogonal least square) for radial basis function network is discussed by 
Chen et al. [43, 44]. This learning algorithm is used to select a suitable set of radial 
basis function centers in order to promote a more efficient training of neural networks. 
A few papers have addressed flight control applications of neural networks [45-
47]. But it appears to be a new approach to apply neural networks with radial basis 
function associated with nonlinear controllers for the spacecraft attitude control to 
adaptively cancel out the effect of the disturbances for better system performance. 
Outline 
The dissertation is organized as follows. In chapter 2, the coordinate systems, 
are defined and the dynamic model of Space Station and its properties under several 
assumptions are summarized, following a description of the disturbance model. In 
order to compare the linear control approach as a tracking controller for a nonlinear 
Space Station model, a LQR controller is designed based on the linearized system 
and the simulation results for several tests are presented in chapter 3. These results 
reveal the inadequacy of the linear controller. 
In chapter 4, based on two adaptive nonlinear control methods previously re­
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peated in the literature for robot manipulators, Two controllers were developed to 
stabilize the space station with unknown inertia parameters and the periodic dis­
turbances whose magnitudes and phase angles are assumed to be unknown. Better 
transient state response is achieved by the optimizing control parameters. Guaran­
teed global system stability and the convergence of the disturbance parameters are 
proved. The convergence analysis of the inertia parameters are provided. The perfor­
mances of the adaptive controllers are evaluated using a number of test cases include 
the robustness test with unmodeled dynamics. 
In chapter 5, a more effective direct adaptive neural network control with ra­
dial basis function networks associated with any of the above nonlinear controllers 
developed in chapter 4 is applied to the spacecraft attitude control problem. The 
performance tests including the extrapolation of the networks are provided. Com­
pared to the nonlinear adaptive controllers in chapter 4, the required control torques 
to stabilize the Space Station are significantly smaller. 
In chapter 6, a direct adaptive controller for both attitude control and momen­
tum (CMGs) management for control momentum gyros with unknown disturbances is 
designed based on the approximate feedback linearization method by simply neglect­
ing the small control terms which violate the exact feedback hnearization condition. 
Simulation results prove that stabilization can be achieved with large disturbances. 
Finally, conclusions and future research are included in chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 2. MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF THE SPACE 
STATION 
In this chapter, the Space Station is assumed to be a single rigid body. Several 
models are presented under certain assumptions for the controllers to be examined 
by simulation. 
Coordinate System 
The earth is considered inertially fixed so that all motion is relative to a geocen­
tric point. The two coordinate systems of greatest interest are the local vertical and 
local horizontal and the body axes shown in Figure 2.1. 
The axis originates at the center of mass of the Space Station and points 
through the center of the Earth. The points in the opposite direction of the 
instantaneous orbital angular momentum vector, and the axis completes the 
right-handed coordinate system. The Xj^ — plane is the instantaneous orbit 
plane. The rotating reference frame centered at the Space Station and oriented in 
these directions is referred to as Local Vertical and Local Horizontal (LVLH). This 
orientation facilitates the operation of antennas, star sensors, and other fixed exper­
imental packages. However, the solar panels must be kept pointing towards the sun 
for maximal efficiency, so they are mounted on rotating joints to keep their attitude 
9 
a = orbit rate 
L 
I = Inertia! Reference Frame 
L = LVLH Reference Frame 
B = Body Fixed Reference Frame 
Figure 2.1; Relationship between reference frames 
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Figure •2.2; Spacecraft model 
inertially fixed. Figure 2.2 shows the relationship between the LVLH and the body 
axes of a spacecraft model. Transformation between those two coordinate systems 
is stated in Appendix A. The sequence of the rotations is 2-3-1, which represents 
the Euler angle sequence pitch, yaw, and roll, respectively about Yq,Z^, and Xjg. 
Details can be found in [54], 
Nonlinear Model of Space Station 
The Space Station is assumed to be in circular orbit about the Earth, and to 
maintain an LVLH during its operation. Since only the attitude of the Space Station 
is of interest in this work, rather than its orbital position, only the equations for the 
attitude dynamics are considered. The nonlinear equations of motion in terms of 
11 
components along the body-fixed control axes can be written as 
Iw-1-w X lu; = ^  mext (2.1) 
where 
h i  h 2  h i  
1  =  
h i  h 2  h z  
h i  h 2  h z  
is the inertia matrix of the Space Station. i h i  •^22' h z )  moments of inertia, 
lij 3,re the products of inertia. 
The two major torques acting on the Space Station are the gravity gradient 
torque, and the control torque. Therefore, Eqn.(2.1) in a disturbance-free environ­
ment can be written 
lio -\r oj y. lu = mgg — u (2.2) 
where mgg is the gradient torque term, and u = (0^,^21 "3)^ are the components 
of control torque on the body-fixed axes, u; = (u;2,u;2,w3)^ are the body-axis com­
ponents of the absolute angular velocity of the station. The sign convention of u is 
chosen to be consistent with the baseline controller design. A disturbance torque, due 
to the principal environmental effects such as atmospheric drag, solar radiation pres­
sure, is also acting on the Space Station. Other perturbing effects are associated with 
internal moving parts, thrust misalignment, thermal emissivity, electro-magnetic ra­
diation, out-gassing, and propellant leakage. The disturbance model will be discussed 
later. In a (2-3-1) rotation sequence this gravity gradient torque can be described by 
mgg = ZrC'c X Ic (2.3) 
12 
w /here / 
c  =  
— sin $2 cos ^ 3 
cos 6i sin ^ 2 sin 6^ + sin $1 cos 62 
- sin ^ 2 sin 62 sin % + cos cos O2 
and where the O'^s are the Euler angles of the body axes with respect to LVLH axes 
which rotate with the orbital angular velocity, and n is the Space Station orbital rate 
of 0.0011 rad/s. 
w w X/uj + 3n^c X/c — u) (2.4) 
For a 2-3-1 body-axis rotation described in section 2.1, the attitude kinematics 
for the Space Station can be obtained in the following form 
6  =  D { d ) u  +  n  (2.5) 
where 
1 — cos0|tan03 sin tan ^ 3 
D { e ) =  0 cos sec ^ 3 — sin 9 i  sec ^ 3 
0 sin^]^ cos$i 
- T" 
and n = (0 n 0) . Eqn.(2.5) relates the absolute angular velocity and the Euler rate. 
The Euler angles for LVLH position are (D, -7r/2, 7r/2). 
Linear Model with Small Attitude 
For small attitude deviations from LVLH orientation, the linearized equations of 
motion can be written as 
13 
Space Station dynamics 
-^11 h2 h'i  0^1 hi  
hi h2 ^23 (Jo -  n  -h2 
^31 h2 % ^3 
1 
' ( 
! 
2^32 ^33 - h2 
0 -^^12 
-2/i2 -^3 
^"1 
^2 
^'3 
+3n'^ 
Attitude kinematics 
^33 -  hi hi 0 ^1 ~"hz -Ul 
^12 -^33--^11 0 h + rr 1—»
 
CO
 + 
-U2 (2.6) 
0
 
C
O
 1 C
O
 j—K 1 CO ! 
-n 
^1 — '^^3 — 
$ ' )  —  n  =  
+ 710-  ^ — wg (2.7] 
By eliminating in Eqn.(2.6) from Eqn.(2.7), the linearized second 
order attitude equations can also be written as 
^11 -^12 ^13 h 
^21 h2 % ^2 =  n  
hi h2 hz h 
+n' 
0 
•h2 
4(% - %) 3/21 0 
4-^12 3(733-/^) /32 
-4Ji3 -3/23 III -  h2 
2-^32 •'^ll ~ ^ 22 +-^33 
0 
-^12 
-2^12 0 
^1 -4^23 
^2 + n2 3^13 
^3 h2 
+ 
^1 
^2 
h 
-ui 
-u-i 
-n 
Since the product of inertia causes three-axis coupling as well as a bias torque 
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term in each axis, the significant misalignment of the control axes with the principal 
axes will occur during the early flight configuration of assembly. 
Small Attitude and Small Product of Inertia Model 
In most of the cases, small products of inertia can also be assumed negligible for 
simplicity. The pitch motion v/ill then be uncoupled from the roll/yaw axes which 
are still coupled to each other. For this case, the control axes are nearly aligned with 
the principal axes. Eqn.(2.8) becomes 
+ n{l22 -  /33K'3 + 3n"(/22 - ^33)^1 = "^1 
9 
- /33)^2 ~ ""2 
/33W3 - n(/22 - /ii Vi = -W3 (2.9) 
Finally, the linear equations for % become: 
hlh + 4n^(/22 - •^33)^'2 " "(-^11 " ^22 + -^.33)% = 
-^22^2 + - /33)02 = ~'^2 
73303+ n^(/22 - + - 1-22 + h'i)h = 
Another special case for the study of passive or active gravity-gradient stabi­
lization of earth-point satellites is while pitch motion TEA is large but the roll/yaw 
motion is small. The Eqn.(2.4) after eliminating a; from Eqn.(2.4) becomes 
I1161 + (1 -f- Scos^ B2)r?{l22 - h?>)^l ~ "(^11 ~ h2 + %)^3+ 
4-3(/22 ~ •^33)^^(sin ^2 cos^2)% — ""1 
15 
-^22^2 ~ ^33) ^2 ^2 ~ 
-^33^3 + (1 + 3siii"^ ^2)^"('^22 ~" -^11)^3 + "(-^11 ~ -^22 + %3)^1 + 
+ 3(J22 — /^)n"^(sin(02cos0-2)^1 ~ ~^3 ("--H) 
Configurations of the Space Station for Phase 3 and Phase 1 are given in Table 2.1 
(see [7, 9]). In this case, we assume large pitch TEA because of the small gravity 
gradient torque available in the pitch axis. 
Table 2.1: Space Station inertia configuration 
Inertia s l u g  — f t "  Assembly flight3 Phase 1 
^11 
^22 
^33 
^12 
^13 
J2I. 
23.22E6 50.28E6 
1.30E6 10.80E6 
23.23E6 58.57E6 
-0.023E6 -0.39E6 
0.477E6 0.16E6 
-0.011E6 0.16E6 
For the convenience of later applications, we replace 9^ by where 
h -  ^1 
^2 ~ ^2 ~ 
h = ^3 
Eqn.(2.5) will be rewritten as: 
§ = Diep 
and D{9) and c can also be written as function of 9. 
1 — cos tan ^ 3 sin 9-^ tan ^3 
D{e)= 0 cos sec ^ 3 — sin sec ^ 3 
0 sin^j cos^i 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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— sin(^2 + ^3 
c = cos §1 sin(^2 + sin ^3 + sin $1 cos(^2 + 
— sin d i  sin(02 + sin ^3 + cos 9 ^  c o s { 9 o  +  n t )  j  
Differentiating Eqn.(2.13) and combining Eqn.(2.4) and Eqn.(2.13), we get 
ID-1(0)^ - ID-^DD"^^ - 3n^(c x Ic) - D~^ x = -u 
T Let u  =  — D  T ,  Eqn.(2.15) becomes 
- D'"'^ID~^DD~^(9 - 3n2D~'^(c x Ic) - x = 
(2.16) 
Let 
M ( 0 )  =  
ID'^ X D~^ = {px)D~H 
where (px) is a skew-symmetric matrix for vector ID~^0, which forp = (pj,p2:P3) 
is defined as 
T  
^ 0 -P3 P2 ^ 
(px) = P3 0 -pi 
-P2 PI 0 
C [ e , ' B )  =  - [ D - ^  1 D ~ ' ^  D D - ^  +  D - ^  { v y . ) D - ^ \  
D  =  
0 91 sin 9i tan ^ 3 — ^3 cos 9i sec*^ ^3 9^ cos tan ^3 + 03 sin 9-^ sec" 9^ 
0 —sec ^3 + ^ 3 cos tan ^3 sec^3 cos sec ^ 3 — tan ^3 sec ^ 3 
0 ^^cos^]^ —0]^sin^]^ 
g ( 9 )  =  — 3 n " D  X I c  
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The Eqn.('2.15) can be written in the form 
U{0)e + c{dJ)6 + gie) = r (2.17) 
For simpHcity, we eliminate the bar sign over each variable. 
Disturbance Model 
The disturbance torque acting on each axis is obtained at the NASA Johnson 
Space Center by a nonlinear simulation program which simulated a translational 
and rotational motion about an oblate earth. It includes solar panels, time-varying 
surface areas, time-varying center-of-pressure location. The expected disturbances 
are modeled as a bias plus periodic terms in the three body-fixed control axes: 
^ii^) ~ sin(2nt-f(p^)-!-A|^ sin(3?2t+c!'|)-|-A^y^ sin(4nt-f 
(2.18) 
where i  = 1,2,3, magnitudes of the periodic disturbances 
along the three body axes. And 'P \i9\ ^.re the phase angles in the body axes. 
The dominant torque frequencies at n and 2?! are caused by the Earth's diurnal bulge 
and solar panel rotation effects, respectively. Configuration of the torque disturbance 
on each axis for Phase 1 is taken from Table 2,2 (see [2]). 
Actual magnitudes and phases of these disturbance torques are assumed to be 
unknown for control design. Therefore for each periodic term, there are two un­
knowns. Total unknowns in Eqn.(2.18) is nine which can then be rewritten as 
w{t) -  PV (2.19) 
where 
P = [6,ai,^i ,a2,^2'03'/^3'Q!4,,34] 
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Table 2.2: Phase 1 disturbance model for Space Station, ft-lb 
di l+sin(nt)+0.5sin(2nt) +0.3sin(3nt)+0.5sin(4nt) 
^2 4+1.2sin(nt)+3.5sin(2nt)-f 0.3sin(3nt)+0..5sin(4nt) 
l+sin(nt)+0.5sin(2nt)+ 0.3sin(3nt)+0.4sin(4nt) 
b  =  { b i , b 2 ,  63) 
T  
= A|^sin(A| 
_ ^ rp 
V  —  [ l , s m ( n t ) , c o s ( n t ) , s m ( 2 n t ) ,  c o s ( 2 n i ) ,  sin(3ni), cos(3nt), sin(4ni), cos(4ni)] 
(2.20) 
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CHAPTER 3. LINEAR QUADRATIC REGULATOR SYNTHESIS 
In this chapter, a linear attitude control law through conventional LQR tech­
niques with proposed pole assignment developed on the basis of a linearized Space 
Station model under the assumption of the small attitude errors is applied to the 
nonlinear system to evaluate the performance limit of the linear control approach 
when the Space Station undergoes initial errors and configuration changes of inertia 
as well as external disturbances. 
Control Design 
The attitude deviations from LVLH orientation of the Space Station is assumed 
to be small. Both the dynamic equation and the kinematic equation are shown in 
Eqns.(2.6) and (2.7). Defining the state vector x{t) as 
x { t )  : =  ( 6 ' ] [ , w i , 6 ' 2 , w 2 ' ^ 3 ' ^ 3 ) ^  (3.1) 
the state space model is 
X  =  A x  +  B U  (3.2) 
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where 
A = 
0 1 0 0 n 0 
"21 = 
°21 "22 "23 "24 "25 "26 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
"41 "42 "43 "44 "45 "46 
n 0 0 0 0 1 
"61 "62 "63 "64 "65 "66 / 
- %)(%^33 - ^23) ~ -^12(^2% - ^13%) - -^13 
(•^12-^23 ~ h2>h2))l^ 
•^ 
"22 = '^(-^13(^22%-%) + ^ 23(-^12-^33--^13%) + (%--^22) 
(-^12-^23 ~ -^13^22))/^ 
0 9 
"23 = 3r2"(/|2(^22-^33-%)-(-^33--^ll)(-^12^33--^13%)-2i23 
(^12% ~ -''13%))/^ 
"24 
"25 
"26 
"41 
=  n  
= 0 
(2%(-^22%3 ~ %) + 2J'i2(-^12% " hzh2))l^ 
-  n  i i h z  -  h 2 ) i . h 2 h i  -  % )  -  h 2 i h 2 h z  -  ^ 3 % )  -  - ^ 1 3  
(-^12% ~ hzh2))l^ 
2 ^ ((^33 ~ %)(^12-^23 - -^13^22) + ^12(^11^33 - ^13) + ^13 
(3.3) 
(^11%--^12/I3))M 
.y 
"42 = "(-^3l(-^12%--^13%)--^32(^11-^33--^13)-(^33-^22) 
ail%-^12^13))/A 
9 9 
"43 = 3n-'(-/i2(/i2^33 " -^13-^23) + (-^33 " -^ll)(-^llA33 " -^fs) + 2/23 
21 
(/ii/23 - hih^))!^ 
«44 = "(2/23(/12/23 ~ ^ 13/22) + 2/i2(/ii/23 ~ h'lhz))!^ 
®45 " ® 
<^46 = ^((/33-/22)(/l2/23-/l3/22)-/l2(/ll%3-/l2/l3)-/l3 
(^11/22 - 4))/^ 
2 
«6i = iih?, - h2){h2hz - h'ih2) - h'lihihi - h2h^) - h'i 
{ h i h 2 - i i 2 ) ) l ^  
% 2  =  ^ ( / l 3 ( / l 2 / 2 3 - / l 3 / 2 2 )  +  / 2 3 ( / l l / 2 3 - / l 2 / l 3 )  +  ( / 3 3 ~ / 2 2 )  
(hih2-'h)l^ 
«63 = 3n''(Ji2(/i2/23-/l3/22)-(/33-/ll)(/ll/23~/l2/l3)-2/23 
(^11^22-•'12))/'^ 
%4 = "(2/23(/l2% ~ /13/22) - 2/I2(/II/22 " ^12))^ 
ag5 = 0 
"66 = "((/33-/22)(/l2/23-/l3/22)-/l2(/ll/23-/l2/l3)-/l3 
(/ii/22-/I2))M 
9 9 
^ = /ll/22/33-/ll/23~ ^ 12%+2/12/13/23-/13% 
B = 
( 
0 621 0 641 0 bQi 
0 622 ^ ^42 0 652 
0 623 0 ^43 0 %3 
/22/33 - /23 hi = ^ 
m 
22 
^22 
^23 
641 
k 2  
^43 
^62 
%3 
A2-^33 - -^13% 
A 
h-ih^ - h-^h2 
A 
-^12% - -^13-^23 
A 
^11^33 - ^ 13 
h  i h - i  -  h 2 h ^  
A 
-^12% ~ -^13-^22 
A 
_l]jj23_zll2hl 
A 
•^11-^22 "• ^ 12 
A 
f  
U  =  
\ 
- u i  -  2/23 
-U2 + /i3 
-"3--^12 
The control design method is full state feedback with 
U  =  - K x  
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
The approach is to find the control gain matrix K  so that the eigenvalues of 
A — BK are equal to the proposed pole assignments. 
Simulation Results 
We take the space station inertia matrix from Table 2.1. The proposed closed-
loop poles are chosen to be (—1.05 ± 0.68i)n, (—1.5 ± 1.5z)n, and ( — 1.42 ± 1.38z)n, 
where n — O.OQllrad/s. The LQR synthesis can be accomplished quickly with MAT-
LAB. The gain matrix K is calculated and shown in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Controller gain matrix for the phase 1 Space Station 
1.361E+5 5.333E-1-4 -6..577E+1 -7.741E-H 8.208E-F3 5.553E-F4 
-1.238E+2 3.625E+0 6.666E+3 4.620E+3 -1.197E+2 -1.1S9E+2 
-7.109E+3 -.5.607E+4 -2.453E+1 -6.899E+0 1.235E-f5 7.307E-f4 
The Space Station state is first initialized at 0 = [5^, 10°, and w = 
[0.2n, —72,0]rac?/s. The simulation results for applying this control to both the lin­
earized model and the complete nonlinear model are shown from Figure 3.1 - Fig­
ure 3.9. The results show that the LQR control scheme performs quite well in stabi­
lizing the station for small initial errors in both the linearized model and the complete 
nonlinear model especially for pitch angle and pitch rate control. But the peak value 
of the control required for the yaw axis is close to 20 times in the nonlinear case as in 
the linearized system. This is shown in Figure 3.9. When the configuration changes 
from phase 1 to 3 and the inertias are still chosen to be in phase 1, Figures 3.10 
- 3.15 indicate that the attitude performance about the pitch axis of the nonlinear 
system is greatly degraded. The simulation results show that the control effect be­
comes unpredictable. In Figure 3.10, the roll angle from the linear model becomes 
unbounded while the roll angle from the nonlinear model eventually approaches zero. 
The pitch angles from both linear and nonlinear models approach large steady-state 
values. The situation could be easily changed for the nonlinear system to become 
unstable under the linear control law and system parameter uncertainties. Figure 
3.16 shows that the convergence of tracking error of Euler angles can not be achieved 
in the presence of external disturbances. 
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Figure 3.1: Tracking errors of roll angle with LQR controller 
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Figure 3.2: Tracking errors of pitch angle with LQR controller 
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Figure 3.3: Tracking errors of yaw angle with LQR controller 
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Figure 3.4; Tracking errors of roll rate with LQR controller 
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Figure 3.6: Tracking errors of yaw rate with LQR controller 
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Figure 3.7: Roll control with LQR controller 
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Figure 3.8: Pitch control with LQR controller 
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Figure 3.9: Yaw control with LQR controller 
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Figure 3.10: Tracking errors of roll angle with configuration change 
from phase 1 to phase 3 by LQR controller 
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Figure 3.11: Tracking errors of pitch angle with configuration change 
from phase 1 to phase 3 by LQR controller 
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Figure 3.12: Tracking errors of yaw angle with configuration change 
from phase 1 to phase 3 by LQR controller 
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Figure 3.13: Tracking errors of roll rate with configuration change 
from phase 1 to phase 3 by LQR controller 
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Figure 3.14: Tracking errors of pitch rate with configuration change 
from phase 1 to phase 3 by LQR controller 
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Figure 3.16: Tracking errors of Euler angles for nonlinear model with 
disturbances by LQR controller 
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CHAPTER 4. NONLINEAR ADAPTIVE ATTITUDE CONTROL 
LAWS FOR SPACE STATION 
Due to the similar dynamic characteristics of both rigid spacecraft and robot 
manipulators, this chapter will first discuss two nonlinear adaptive control schemes 
which were developed based on robot manipulators with both linear parameterization 
and skew-symmetric property by Slotine and Li [34] and Sponge [36]. Then these 
controllers are developed considering the periodic disturbance with unknown mag­
nitudes and phase angles. Better transient state responses are achieved by utilizing 
optimized control parameters. Global convergence of the tracking error is proved in 
the presence of unknown system parameters and disturbances. Finally, simulation 
results for several cases are presented. 
Adaptive Nonlinear Controller I 
Consider the Space Station dynamics in Eqn.(2.17) 
M { x ) x  C { x , x ) x g [ x )  =  r  (4.1) 
where x , x . x  G R P  are the state variables; M { x )  is a mapping: 
C { x , x ) :  R ^  — >  g { x ) - .  R ^  R ^ ;  r  G R^ is a control vector. Suppose 
that the moments of inertia of the Space Station are represented by a p-dimensional 
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constant vector I  which appears linearly in the system equations. Then Eqn.(4.1) 
can be written as 
M { x ) x  + C(x, x ) x  +  g { x )  =  Y { x ,  x ,  x ) I  = r (4.2) 
where Y is an m x p matrix of known functions of the state variables and their higher 
d e r i v a t i v e s .  T h e  s k e w - s y m m e t r i c  p r o p e r t y  m e a n s  t h a t  t h e  m a t r i c e s  M ( a : )  a n d  C { x , x )  
satisfy the following condition 
N { x .  x )  —  M { x )  —  2 C { x , x )  (4.3) 
where N is a skew-symmetric, i.e. N  =  — N  .  With the above two special properties, 
the controller is designed to obtain system stability with unknown system parameters 
I. We say that the parameter vector I is "uncertain" if there exists /Q £ RP and 
p £ i?^., both known, such that 
||/||:=||/-J0||</> (4.4) 
We say that I is "unknown" if p  above is unknown. We can always assume that 7Q 
is known; it is a design quantity. Here, we assume I is unknown. 
We define a "nominal" control vector tq as 
T-Q = MQ{X)A +CQ{X,X)V + GQ(X) - K£)R (4.5) 
=  Y { x , x , v , a ) l Q  -  K £ ) r  
where M Q { X ) , C Q { X , X )  and G Q { X )  are obtained by substituting I  with /Q, and the 
quantities u,a, and r are given by 
V — x^ — \x 
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a  V 
r  X  +  X x  
X  X - X d  (4.6) 
where x^ is a given twice continuously diiferentiable reference trajectory and the gain 
matrices K£) and A are positive definite (diagonal) matrices. These gain matrices 
are optimized so that the following performance index is minimized 
where Q and R are weighting matrices. The nominal control vector tq in Eqn.(4.5) is 
defined in terms of fixed parameters given by /q. These parameters are not changed 
or updated in time as they would be in an indirect adaptive control strategy. In the 
case that /Q is taken to be zero, the nominal control law reduces to a PD type control. 
Next we define the control input r in terms of the nominal vector TQ as 
where 7/ is an additional control input that will be designed to achieve robustness 
with respect to the parametric uncertainty represented by I where I is the difference 
between the estimated and real value. Substituting the control law Eqn.(4.8) into 
Eqn.(4.2) we obtain after some algebra 
m i n j  =  f [x'^Qx + RT ) dt 
J 0 
(4.7) 
T  - T Q  +  Y { x , x , v , a )TJ =  Y { x , x , v , a ){LQ +  r j )  -  K j j r  (4.8) 
M { x ) r  +  C ( x , i ) r  +  K j y r  =  Y ' { x , x , v , a ) { i  +  7 7 )  (4.9) 
r ]  is chosen according to the sliding rule as 
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and p and e are chosen according to 
'p = L\\Y^r\\ (4.10) 
£  =  - I E  (4.11) 
where L ,  I  are some positive numbers. In order to prove the global convergence of 
tracking error and later results, the following definitions and lemmas are necessary. 
Lemma 2.1. (Barbalat's Lemma)[l] If / : R'^  R is uniformly continuous for 
t > 0, and if the limit of the integral 
r t  
Hm 
t—^oo 
exists and is finite, then 
lim f { t )  = 0 
I—»-oo 
Corollary 2.1 [1] I f  g  E  L 2 r \ L o o ,  and g  is bounded then 
lim g { t )  =  0 
t—*oo 
Proof: Let j ( t )  = 5"(f) and g g  be uniformly continuous, then /(Z) satisfies the 
condition of lemma 2.1. Therefore the results follows. 
Lemma 2.2 [1] Let /(•) be a scalar function. If (1) / is lower bounded, i.e. 
3c, Vt > 0,f{t) > c; (2) / has a uniformly continuous, non-positive derivative of /, 
then f[t) —>• 0 as t ^ CX3. 
Then the convergence of the tracking error can be proved. 
Proof: We shall prove the result by showing that the function 
V  =  ^ r ^ M ( x ) r  + + ] ^ [ p  -  p f  L ~ ^ { p  - p) + y (4.12) 
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is a Lyapunov function for the closed loop system. The assumption on the inertia ma­
trix M{x) to be positive definite is necessary to guarantee that V is a valid Lyapunov 
function candidate, a straightforward calculation using the skew-symmetry and the 
definition of r shows that 
V  =  S t +  + 7 ) )  ^ - [ p - p ) \ \ ^ \ \  -c (4.13) 
rp rn . 'V  ^ , 
where e = [i, £ ], ^ = ^  t , and S  =  d i a g { X  K j j X ) ,  K j j  and S is positive definite, 
making the first term in Eqn.(4.13) negative semi-definite. We ne.xt consider the 
remaining terms of Eqn.(4.13). 
Case 1): If ||||| > e/^, then rj = —^^/11(1| and we have, 
f { i  +  r i )  +  { p - p ) \ \ ^ \ \ - s  =  - / ? | | < f l |  -  £  
< l|ell(||/l|-/^)-e 
< 0 
from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and assumption on ||/||. 
Case 2): If ||if|| < e / p  then - q  — p " / e ^  and we have 
< ll«llllfll-^-7ll«lP + M-£ 
< 0 
since ||/|| < p  and ||i^|| < e j p .  Therefore, we have shown that 
V  <  - e ^ S e .  (4.14) 
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Global convergence now follows from standard arguments. We immediately have 
from the above that x, i, r and p are bounded and x. x and r G L2- In particular, 
by Corollary 2.1, this implies that x 0 a,s t oo. Moreover, it is obvious from the 
definition of t] that j|7?|| < p. Therefore from the equations of motion Eqn.(4.9) we 
see that r is bounded which, in turn, implies that x —> 0. Note that in Eqn.(4.10), 
L is a positive number, thus any system noise will cause the upper bound of p to go 
to infinity. A more robust scheme for this controller is obtained by simply modifying 
this updating law as 
p  = - c j p - { •  L \ \ Y ' ^ r \ \  (4.15) 
where a  is some positive number. The increases of p  will be controlled by the first 
term on the right side of Eqn.(4.15). We also note that while the global convergence 
of the tracking error can be achieved by using this controller, the parameter vector I 
is not updated. 
Adaptive Nonlinear Controller II 
We assume that the desired and x^ are all bounded. Let I be the (time-
varying) parameter vector estimate, / = / — /q be the parameter estimation error, 
and X = X — x^ he the tracking error. Consider a Lyapunov-like function 
V{t) = ^{r'^M{x)r + fT-'^i) (4.16) 
with the vector r, a measure of the tracking error, defined as 
r  =  x  +  X x  
where F is a PD matrix and A is a strictly positive constant. We define 
V  =  x ^  —  X x  
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a  =  V  
r  =  X  -  V  
Differentiating V(: and using the skew-symmetry of the matrix (M — 2C) lead to 
V  ^ r ' ^ { T - M a - C v - g )  +  i T ~ ^ i  (4.17) 
Take the control law to be 
T  =  M Q a  + C Q V  +  g Q  -  K £ ) r  (4.18) 
Similarly to the first controller, Kjj and A are optimized so that the performance 
index 
J  =  1  [ x ' ^ Q x  +  R r ) d t  (4.19) 
J 0 
is minimized, where Q and R are weighting matrices. Then 
V { t )  =  r^(Ma +  Cu +  g -  K j j r )  + (4.20) 
where M  =  M q  —  M ,  C  —  C q  —  C ,  g  =  g Q  —  g .  The linear parameterization of 
dynamics allows us to define a known matrix Y{x,i,v,a) such that 
M { x ) a  - } -  C { x , x ) v  +  g { x )  =  Y { x , x , v , a ) i  (4.21) 
Hence 
V [ t )  = +  +  Y ^ r )  (4.22) 
Choosing the parameter adaptation law as 
/ = -TY^r (4.23) 
yields 
V { t )  = — r ^ K £ ) r  <  ( ]  (4.24) 
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By Lemma 2.2, this shows that V' —0 as < —> oo, which in turn implies that r -h- 0, 
thus X ^ 0 and r —?• 0. Therefore, global stability of the closed-loop system is 
guaranteed by the above adaptive controllers. We notice again that by Eqn.(4.23), 
/ ^ 0, so / tends to be constant, but not necessarily zero. That is. parameter 
estimation convergence is not guaranteed. A further discussion on the parameter 
convergence will be given later. 
Controller Design with Unknown Disturbances 
Consider a disturbance vector for the Space Station of the form 
d { t )  =  P V { t )  (4.25) 
where 
P  =  D ^ P  
Here D is a matrix defined in Eqn.(2.14), P  i s  a , m x q  constant, but unknown matrix, 
and V G is a vector and the components of which are some known functions of 
time and are bounded for all i > 0 of Eqn.(2.20). The system equation in Eqn.(4.1) 
becomes 
M [ x ) x  +  C { x ,  x ) x  +  g { x )  —  t  - r  d [ t )  (4.26) 
For our controller design, we modify the original controls by adding a term which 
comprises of the estimated disturbance parameters and tries to cancel the distur­
bances. 
r^Ti-PV (4.27) 
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where i  =  1 , 2  are the corresponding expressions as in Eqns.(4.8) and (4.18), P  is 
the estimation of the actual P matrix. Let 
P  =  P - P  
In this case, a Lyapunov function candidate can be chosen as 
V- = V- + ^tr(P^A'-lp) (4.28) 
where z = 1, 2 are equal to the expressions in Eqns.(4.12) and (4.16). ir() indicates 
the trace of a matrix which is the sum of the all diagonal elements. Then 
y = V;. - r'^ PV + tr{P^ K-'^ P) (4.29) 
Choose 
p  = - K r V ^  (4.30) 
which is equivalent to the parameter update law 
P  =  - K r V ^  (4.31) 
Therefore, 
= (4.32) 
Since 
^- < 0,i = 1,2 
where Vj^,: = 1,2 are expressed in Eqns.(4.14) and (4.24). 
t r { P ' ^ r V ^ )  =  r ^ P V  
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From the assumption of V  G L o o ,  t  6 L o c ^ r  —»• 0, => P —> 0 Therefore, the boundness 
of the parameter matrix P is guaranteed, But the convergence relies on the persistent 
excitation (PE) property of V V ^ . That is, if V V ^  is PE, then P  ^  P .  
Definition [55] If a vector or matrix Z  is said to be persistently exciting if there 
exist positive constants Qi,a2 ^0 all i > 0 
At this point, we have encountered two issues about convergence of parameter 
estimation; one is on the system parameters, i.e. the moments of inertia. Another 
one is on the disturbance parameters which are estimated on-line in order to cancel 
out their effect. We will discuss these two issues in the following. 
Disturbance Parameters 
For our problem, the convergence of P  depends on the PE of V .  Because of the 
- - 7^ periodic functions of V V  , if we choose Tq = 27r, then 
(4.33) 
Convergence of Parameter Estimations 
c o s { 4 , n T )  
s i n { n r ) c o s { A n T )  
c o s { n T ) c o s { A n T )  
\ 
^ CQs{4:m) sin(nr)cos(47ir) c o s ^ { i n T )  
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/ 27r/n 0 ••• 0 
0 7r/n • • • 0 
\ 
(4.34) 
\ 
0 0 • • •  T V / n  ^  
Therefore, if we select aj[ = 0.57r/n, and 0 - 2  =  ' 2 . o i r / n ,  the Eqn.(4.33) is satisfied and 
this completed the PE proof for the disturbance parameter estimations. Therefore, 
t h e  p a r a m e t e r  u p d a t e  l a w  i n  E q n . ( 4 . 3 0 )  w i l l  l e a d  t o  P  P .  
Principal Moments of Inertias 
The adaptation law for the parameters in the second controller is given in 
in Eqn.(4.33). It is easy to conclude that the maximum number of parameters that 
can converge is 3 in this case. Thus we will have to restrict the problem to the case 
where the body axes coincide with the principle axes of the Space Station. In this 
case, all the products of inertia are zero. For the model which only has principal 
moments of inertia, the Y becomes a 3 x 3 square matrix which can be written as 
Eqn.(4.23) 
(4.35) 
The convergence of the parameters depends on whether YY^ satisfies the condition 
/ 
2/11 J/12 yi3 
yy-r _ 
^ ^ - 2/21 2/22 2/23 
\ 
(4.36) 
\ 2/31 2/32 2/33 / 
where 
y , t  =  9 ,  +  8 1 1 1 6 3 6 2  +  9 2  c o s { 9 ! ) ' ^  c o s 6 3 6 }  s e c ( ^ j ) ^  -  c o s ( 0 ; ) ^ c o s ^ 5  s i n ( 9 j 5 j  
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9 * 9 * 
tan05 sec05+^2 s m { 0  [ ) "  c o s & j d s  560(05)" -^2 sin^i cos0jsin 
6 3 6 1  t d ^ n O s s e z O s  —  6 3 6 1  % \ n { d  i ) ^  t a , n  6 3 - \ - 8 3  S \ T \  9  3 O  i  
9 -9 • • 
sin(^;)" sec^j — sin0; cosBi tan 63 seeds — 63 91 
9 • . * 9 
cos(0/)" tan ^ 5 + ^ 5 sin cos(^;) sec0j + ^ 5 COS sin 
6 1  tan(^5)sec(^3) 
.. 9 .. . 2//2 = =  sin^s^/ +sin(0j)"02 - \ - t h e t a o  cos(0j)~ cos sin^^^j sec(0j)" 
9 . 9 * • . 9 
—^2 cos(^; j" cos sin(05) 8 3  tan sec^j + ^ 2 sin(0/)" cos sin ^5 
. . . 
93 sec(03)" — 9s sin0; cos ^3 sin(0^ )""0j tan^jsec^^ — 63 sin^jfi/ 
s i n ( 6 j ) ^  t a n 0 5  +  0 3  s m [ 9 3 ) ^ 9 i  s \ n [ B i ) ^  s e c O s  —  s m 9 1  s i n ( 0 j ) ^ 0 3 ^  
9 • . 9 * 
cos^i tan^j sec^j — sin^j^j^i cos(0;)"" tan ^ 3 + smiOaYOi 
c o s { 9 1 ) ^  s e c O s  +  6 3  c o s 9 i  sin(05)^0; tan^5 seccos(^i)^ 
cos930! -j- 6 3  cos{9i)'^ cos93 s'mOsds + ^3 sin(9i cos^30; 
+ 9 3  s ' m { 9 i  COS03 sin0302 +  cos(^5)^ cos(02 +  n t )  s i n { 9 o  +  n t )  
y j 3  =  —  c o s  9 3  { s m { 9 1 ) ^ 9 1  + sin(57)^ sin 03^2 + cos(^i + cos(0j)" sin 63 
{ 9 ^ ) 9 2  — 3n^ sin(02 + n t ) ' ^  sin^^ cos03 
9*2 9 * * 9 • y2i — s'm9i cos{93)-'92 cos + sin(07)" COS 03 — cos(0/)"^3 cos ^3^2 
• 2 . 9 
— COS 0/05" sin0/ — 3n (sin07 sin(02 + n t )  sin03 —  c o s 6 j  
cos(02 +  n t ) ) { c o s 9 i  sin(02 + sin ^3 + sin 0; cos(02 + ni)) 
9 9 . .  . .  9  .  
2/22 = cos(02)*" cos(05)"02 + COS0; COS03 sin0;03 — sin0i cos(03)*'0/ COS02 
02 — 03 sin(0/ )" cos(03)0; - 02 COs(0; COs(05)^03 tan 05 SeC 05 — 02 
cos(0;)^ cos(05)^sin0i0; —02 sin0; cos(05)^ cos(0i )^0/ tan03sec05 
—02 sin(0] cos(05)^ COS0J0J +63 cos(0j cos(05)^0j sin(0;)" sec05 
— siii02 cos(0; cos(03)^0o" tan 05 sec03 + 05 cos(0j cos(05)"0/ sec05 
+05 cos{dI) cos{$3)"91 tan 05 sec 05 — 05 cos(0;)~ cos 05 sin 05 0^ 
—  c o s  9 J  sin 05 sin 0; 05" — 3n^(sin(05)^ sin0i sin(02 +  n t ]  —  sin 05 cos0; 
cos(02 + nt) + sin 0i cos(05)^ sin(02 + nt)){cosdj sin(02 + nt) sin 05 
+ sin 0i cos(02 + n t ) )  
y23 = COS0i cos 05 sin0/02 + sin(0i )"05 + cos(0/)'^0/ cos 0502 + COS0;0/ 
0 9 -  .  
sin0/05 — 02 sin0iCos(0;) cos(05)"'05 tan 03 sec05 - 02 cos(0/)" cos05 
sin(07 )"0; — 62 sm{9i)^ cos(05)^ cos 0; 0^ tan 05 sec05 — 00 sin(0; cos 05 
0; + cos(9j)" sin 05 cos 050^'" + 02 cos 0y sin 05 sin 0/ 05 + 93 cos 0j 
o « 9 9*2 
cos05sin(0^) 0; sec05 — cos(02)" cos 05 sin(0j)*"05 tan 0^ sec 05 + 05 
O . . 
cos(0;)' COS05Sin0i0; SeC 05 + 05 cos(0/)" COS 05 sin 0; 0/ tan05 
9 
sec05 + 3n" cos0; sin(02 + ni) cos05(cos0; sin(02 + ni)sin03 + sin0; 
c o s ( 0 2  +  n t ) )  
9*2 9 • • 9 * ' 2/5J = — sin0; cos(03)"02"cos0/ +cos(0j) 05 cos 0502 — sin(0j )" cos 0502 05 
• 2 . 9 . 
+ cos0i05 sin0; + 3n"(sin0/sin(02 + ni) sin05 — cos0; cos(02 + ni)) 
(cos 0/ sin(02 + n t )  sin 05 + sin07 cos(02 + n t ) )  
9 9 " . . 9 • j/52 = sin(0i) cos(05)"02 — cos0; cos05 sin0/05 + sin0i cos(05)"'0i cos0i02 
— cos(0;)"" cos 050; 63 —9s cos(0i cos(05)^ sin(0/)^05 tan 05 SCC05 
+02 cos(0/)^ cos(05)^sin0i0; —02 sin(0/)'^ cos(05)^ 0/ tan05sec05 
+02 sin(0/cos(05)"^ cos(0; )0j +05 sin(0/cos(05)"^0/ sec05 — sin(0;)'^ 
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COS((95)^^5" cos^i tan^s sec^3 + <^3 cos(5j)" cos(0j)"6j sin(0j)" secfl^ 
9 9 • * . . 9 
+0^ cos sin(0i)" 003(^3) Bt tan 03 sec05 — ^3 sin^a sin(0i)" cos(03)02 
' 2  2  •  
+ cos0; sin03 sin 03 +3n (sin(03)" cos 0/sin(02 + + sin 03 
9 
sin 0; cos(05 + n t )  +  cos 6 j  cos(03)" sin( 0 2  +  n t ) ) s ' m { 9 i  sin( 0 9  +  n t )  
s i n  0 3  —  c o s  0 ;  c o s ( 0 2  +  n t ) )  
cy .. cy , 
y s s  —  — cos 0i cos 03 sin 0;02 + cos( 0 i  ) " 0 3  + sin( 0 / ) " " 0 j  cos 0302 — cos 0 ;  0 /  
sin 0; 03 + do sin 0; cos(0j cos(03)"03 tan 03 sec 63 — 0^ cos(0; 
cos03 0i +02 sin(0; )"^ 005(03)"^ cos 0/0^ tan 03 sec 03 — 00 cos(0;)" 
9 * . 9 • 9 • 
cos 03 sin( 0 i )  0; + sin03 sin(07)" cos 9362" — 02 cos 0; sin03 sin 0; 03 
—  0 3  cos 0; cos 0 3  sin( 0 /  )^9i sec 63 + cos( 0 ;  cos 0 3  sin( 0 ;  )^03" 
q . . Cy 
tan 0 3  sec 03 — 0 3  cos( 0 ;  ) cos 03 sin 0; 0; sec 0 3  —  0 3  cos( 0 ;  )" cos 0 3  
2 
sin0;0; tan03 sec03 + 3n sin0; sin(02 + cos 03(sin(0;) 
sin(02 + n<)sin03 — cos0/ cos(02 + ni)) 
The convergence of tracking error has been proven, i.e., 0 —)• 0^, 0 —> 0^. and 0 —)• 6^. 
So, whether or not the PE condition is met depends on the choice of the reference 
attitude 0^. It can be shown that the LVLH reference attitude does not satisfy 
the PE condition. However, if accurate principal moments of inertia are designed 
to be known, some other reference 9^[t) that is close to the LVLH orientation but 
satisfies the PE condition may be chosen for parameter estimation purpose, once the 
parameter estimation convergences, the obtained values of the moments of inertia 
then can be used for the control law to maintain the space station in the LVLH 
position. 
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Simulation Results 
We'll first implement these adaptive controllers to the complete model with full 
inertia matrix where the principal axes are not aligned with the body axes and thus 
the small cross-product terms exist. In order to apply these adaptive laws, we need 
to use the form of the spacecraft dynamics as specified in Eqn.(2.17). 
Case I, 
We suppose that the estimated inertias { s l u g  —  f t ~ )  are: 
/ll = 46.64e6 
Il2 = —0.044e6 
7^3 = 0.93e6 
I'22 — 2.8e6 
/23 - —0.031e6 
733 = 46.48e6 
The spacecraft state is initialized at ^ = [5®, 10°, 5 ° ] d e g ,  and 6  —  [0.2n, —n, 0]rat//5, 
L = 5000,1 — 100, and the 5x5 matrix F = diag{2 x 10"). The optimized parameters 
are obtained as follows: For controller I, 
10^ 0 0 
K d  =  0 10® 0 
1 0
 
0
 
X
 1—
' 
0
 
83.2 0 0 
A = 0 98.9 0 
0 0 57.89 
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-10.0 -
roll angle 
pitch angle 
yaw angle 
-15.0 
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Time (orbits) 
1.5 2.0 
Figure 4.1: Tracking errors of Euler angles with controller I 
and for controller II, 
3 x 1 0 '  0  
0 3 X 10® 0 
7 0 0 5 X 10 
A = 38.03 
The tracking errors of both Euler angle and Euler rate and control torque histories 
for both adaptive controllers are shown in Figures 4.1 to 4.6. 
The simulation results show that the tracking errors of all the states will converge 
to zero although initial parameter estimation error is 2 times larger than in phase 3. 
Comparing the results, we notice that both nonlinear schemes perform equally well 
and the steady state values of control torques are not equal to zero because of the 
lack of convergence of 1. 
Case II: 
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Figure 4.2: Tracking errors of Euler angular rates with controller I 
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Figure 4.3: Control torque histories with controller I 
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Figure 4.4: Tracking errors of Euler angles with controller II 
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Figure 4.5: Tracking errors of Euler angular rates with controller II 
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Figure 4.6: Control torque histories with controller II 
Consider the existence of disturbances shown in Table 2.2. The estimated dis­
turbance parameters are initialized as: 
0.0 2.0 1.5 0.5 1.0 
15.0 1.5 4.0 0.6 1.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 
The comparison of system performances with and without applying the modified 
controllers are shown in Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.12. It is evident that the disturbances 
degrade system behavior more in pitch axis than in roll/yaw motion. The simulation 
results also show that both proposed control schemes are able to stabilize the Space 
Station to the desired orientation, but the second controller has faster response speed. 
Case III: 
Now, assume the body-axes are the same as the principal axes. Convergence of 
moments of inertia is shown in Figure 4.13 when the desired trajectories are chosen 
oO 
roll control 
pitch control 
yaw control ; 
m = 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
Time (orbits) 
Figure 4.7: Tracking errors of roll angles with the disturbances. 
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Figure 4.8: Tracking errors of pitch angles with the disturbances. 
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Figure 4.9: Tracking errors of yaw angles with the disturbances 
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Figure 4.10: Tracking errors of roll rates with the disturbances 
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Figure 4.11: Tracking errors of pitch rates with the disturbances. 
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Figure 4.12: Tracking errors of yaw rates with the disturbances. 
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to be persistent exciting: 
0.001 sin(2.5n<) 
&2(i = 0.005 sin(3nf) 
~ 0.005 sin(3.5nt +-) 
( 4 . 3 7 )  
The initial estimation errors are chosen to be: 
/ l l ( 0 )  =  2 3 . 0 e 6  
/ 2 2 ( 0 )  =  1 . 4 e 6  
/ 3 3 ( 0 )  =  2 3 . 0 e 6  
Figure 4.13 shows that all parameter errors converge to zero after about 0.4 orbital 
period. 
To test the robustness of these controllers at the existence of the unmodeled 
dynamics such as the orbital rate is time-varying instead of a constant value. We 
choose 
where nQ is the originally chosen constant orbital rate. 
This may correspond to a situation where the orbit of the Space Station is 
not exactly circular, but slightly elliptic. The system performances are shown from 
Figure 4.14 to Figure 4.17 for both controller I and II. The results show that smoother 
tracking histories 
Case IV: 
n = 72q(1 + 0.5sin(nQ * t ) )  (4.38) 
00 
3.0e+07 
2.0e+07 
0.4 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 
Time (orbits) 
Figure 4.13: Convergence of the estimated errors of the moments of inertia with 
controller II. 
of Euler angles can be achieved with controller I while better tracking results for the 
angular rates are obtained by controller II. 
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Figure 4.14: Tracking errors of Euler angles at the existence of unmodeled dynamics 
with controller I. 
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Figure 4.15: Tracking errors of angular rates at the existence of unmodeled dynamics 
with controller I. 
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Figure 4.16: Tracking errors of Euler angles at the existence of unmodeled dynamics 
with controller II. 
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Figure 4.17: Tracking errors of angular rates at the existence of unmodeled dynamics 
with controller II. 
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CHAPTER 5. DIRECT ADAPTIVE CONTROL VIA RADIAL BASIS 
FUNCTION 
Although the Space Station can be controlled in the presence of disturbances by 
the direct adaptive control methods discussed in Chapter 4. the required control is 
large for large initial errors and disturbances. For more general disturbances which 
can not be linearly parameterized as in Chapter 2, the methods in Chapter 4 are not 
applicable. In this chapter, a radial basis function neural network is discussed as an 
approximator to nonlinear functions. Then a forward regression algorithm based on 
an orthogonal decomposition of the regression matrix is employed to select a suitable 
set of radial basis function centers from a large number of possible candidates, and 
this provides effective online learning for compensating for plant error resulting from 
the disturbances. A direct adaptive control law via the RBF (radial basis function) 
network in combination with the nonlinear controllers in Chapter 4 is presented. 
The Radial Basis Function Network 
A radial basis function network can be designed as a special two-layer feedforward 
network which is linear in the parameters by fixing the hidden layer. The structure of 
the RBF network with n inputs and m output is shown in Figure 5.1. This network 
implements a mapping fr-BP-* according to 
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*( IU-C2  II )  
Figure 5.1: A radial basis function network. 
M  
fr{x)^Ao+ X) Ay^(llx-cjll) (5.1) 
j = l  
Where x  E  B P  • , ( ! > { • )  is a function from to R; |1 • || denotes the Euclidean norm; 
M is the number of the RBF centroid: Aj G R^,j = 0, - • M are the weight vectors; 
and Cj G = 1, •' M are the radial basis function centers. Let 
i = 0,1, • • •, M (5.2) 
Therefore Eqn.(5.1) can be written in the decomposition form 
M  
f r i ^ ^ )  ^ i o  X w  ^  i  —  (5.3) 
;=i 
In fact, a multi-output case can be separated by a group of single-output network 
implemented by Eqn.(5.3). Given the functional form Gi(«) and the center Cj, the 
values of the weight matrix X^j for z = 1, • • •, m and j = 0,1, • • •, M are updated 
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to compensate for plant disturbances. Park and Sandberg [48] have shown that the 
RBF network is capable of universal approximation for activation functions of the 
form 
\ \ x  -  c ; \ \  
(5.4) 
X Cj  
where a is a smoothing factor or width, for each kernel node j. Typically used 
RBFs activation functions researched by Powell [49] and Schagen [50] are given in 
the following Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1: Activation functions for RBF network 
RBF Classification 
r 
,3 
r  l o g { r )  
(r" + c^)? 
(r2 + c2)-2 
e 
linear 
cubic 
thin plate spline 
multiquadratics 
inverse multiquadratics 
multivariate Gaussian 
The multivariate Guassian activation function is used in this study. Generally, 
for a single output with (M+1) kernel nodes which is linear in the parameter model, 
the decomposition form can be represented in the following 
(5.5) 
2/(1) 1 <?i(||x;L -Clll) 
-^0 e(l) 
y(2) 1 ( p { \ \ x 2 - c i \ \ )  • •  ^ ( 1 ^ 2 I I )  ^1 
+ 
£(2) 
y { N )  _  < p ( l k A ^ - q l l )  •• -C/V/ll) 
. _ . . 
N  is define as the number of the candidate data set and 
y { i )  =  f r l { x { i ) )  
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y  =  [2 / (1 )2 / (2 )  2 / ( ^ ' ) ] ^  
£ = Ki)e(2)..-c-0V)F 
T = 
1 6{\\xi-ci\ 
1 0(11x2-q I 
\ x ^  -  C]^| 
<^(11^1 - ^MID 
<5^(11^2-CMII) 
(j^djx^Y - ^m W )  
A r  
= [UQ (5-6) 
^0 
A 
A 
1 
m 
v j  = [uj(l)uj(2) • • • , v j [ n ) ] ,  j = 0,---,M 
Where y(t) is the desired output, the are the pararneter; the uj(i) are known as 
the regressors; and the £(i) is the zero residual errors which are assumed uncorrelated 
with A^; N is the number of total available candidate data; and M is the number of 
selected centroids. The selection of centroids cj and a for RBF network is critical 
in determining the network performance. Usually, we randomly select the centroids 
from the data set and use the "P nearest-neighbor" method given by Moody and 
Darken [51] for a. Next, we introduce the orthogonal least square learning algorithm 
f o r  f i n d i n g  c j .  
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Orthogonal Least Square Learning Algorithm 
Consider the linear-in-the-parameter model written in the form 
y  =  T E  +  E  (5.7) 
For the special case of a square matrix of RBFs containing no bias terms, which is the 
case where the selected centroids are equal to input data set. Micchelli [52] proved 
that the matrix is always nonsingular if the input data points are all unique. The 
reason we do not simply solve the Eqn.(5.7) by inverting the RBF matrix is that 
all available data can not be guaranteed to be unique and those data are generally 
uncorrelated. The RBF matrix can become very ill-conditioned for most of the cases. 
The singular value method has to be employed to solve this problem. In order to 
know how each regression contributes to the output variance. The OLS method is 
employed to transform the set of vj into a set of orthogonal basis vectors, and thus 
make it possible to calculate the individual contribution to the desired output from 
each basis vector. The RBF matrix can then be decomposed into orthogonal form 
The T matrix is known as the regression matrix defined in Eqn.(5.6). The space 
spanned by the set of T is same as the space spanned by the set of orthogonal 
r  =  W A  (o.S) 
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vectors W j .  The A matrix is a (M+l)x(M+l) unitary upper triangular matrix 
A = 
1 ai2 ai3 
1 023 G2,A/+1 
0 1 
and W is a N x (M+1) orthogonal matrix, subject to 
W ^ W  =  D  
(5.9) 
D  =  d i a g { d i  • • •  
d j  = <  W j , W j  > ,  J  =  1 ,  •  •  • ,  M  +  1  
w  =  [ w i w 2  • • •  w m + l l  
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
where < • > denotes the inner product. The Eqn.(5.7) can then be rewritten as 
y  =  W g  +  E  
g  =  A E  
The least-square solution for Eqn.(5.15) is 
g  =  {w '^w)~^w '^y  
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
By using the classical or modified Gram-Schmidit methods, we can solve for the LS 
estimate of E from Eqns. (5.16). Since there is always a large number of data a;(t) 
for the input of RBF network, and the adequate modeling only needs Nc (<M) 
significant regressors, OLS is a more effective method than LS in such cases. Here, 
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we do not try to seek OLS solution for Eqn.(5.14), but use it for the selection of the 
centroid for the RBF network. 
The orthogonal decomposition of T can be obtained by calculating matrix A one 
column at a time and orthogonal T as follow: at the kth stage, make the kth column 
i h  be orthogonal to each of the [k — 1) already orthogonalized columns and repeat 
the operation for all i=l, • • •, M+1- This procedure can be represented as 
^'1 = 
^ik = 1 < ^ < fc • •.. M+1 (5.17) 
k - l  
"'/t = - E 
i — \  
In order to find how the regressors and the residual error term will contribute to the 
desired output variance, we calculate the dot product of y vector and divided by N, 
then we obtain 
M+1 
N - ^ y ^ y  =  N - ^  Y ,  E  (5.18) 
i — l  
The 9jwj w^/N is the increment to the desired output variance introduced by 
The contribution of a particular regressor to the output variance can be defined as a 
error ratio term 
9 T g'twf 
Vj = , 1 < 2 < M + 1 (5.19) 
y-'- y 
The larger the error ratio means the more significant the regressor contributes to 
the desired output variance. This provides us a very simple and effective methods to 
calculate the centroids of the RBF network. The computational procedure can be 
summarized by Chen, Cowan, and Grant [43] as follows 
At the first step, for 1 < i < M+1 compute 
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(0 
Find 
and select 
i  J-
(0 / (0^^ /// (0^^ (Ox 
- ("^1 ) y/((^i'i ) W'l ) 
^") ^ (0^2/ (0\T (0// r \ 
=  ( f f i  )  ( " ' i  )  " - ' i  / { y  y )  _  
=  max[r}^ \  \  <i  <  M +  1] 
,(n) 
:  v :  
' n  
• At the kth step where k > 2, for 1 < i < M+1, i ^ zj, • • •, i 7^ ^k—l' computer 
< y < fc 
w  
(0 (0 
— u,- — 2^ a^j^wj 
(0 / (0^^ // (0\r (0 
4  ^  i ' ^k  r  y l^ ' ^k  > 
(0 / (^)^2/ (0\T' (0// r \ 
Find 
= max[rl^\ 1 < z < M + 1, i  ^  -  •  • ,  i  ^  J  
and select 
where = aj.|, 1 < j < k, 
e ,  fc-1 
^ ^ k  =  %  -  ^  
i=i 
• The procedure is terminated at the iVcth step when 
AT n c  
^ - E < p 
;=i 
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where 0 < p < 1 is a chosen tolerance. This gives rise to a subset model 
containing Nq significant regressors. 
where p  i s  a ,  very important factor which represents the accuracy and the complexity 
of the RBF network. The more accurate realization of the network will be achieved 
at the expenses of selecting the more complex network. Thus, this term is chosen by 
compromising the accuracy and the complexity for better network performances. 
Application to Space Station Control 
Consider the nonlinear dynamic equation of the Space Station in Eqn.(4.1) with 
disturbances of the form 
M { x ) x  +  C { x , x ) x  +  g { x )  —  T  +  d  ( 5 . 2 0 )  
where d  is the disturbance vector which is assumed to be unknown and bounded. 
In order to implement a stable system control in the presence of the disturbances, 
a means to cancel out the effect of the disturbances on the system is required. A 
radial basis function neural network is used to produce an approximation to d when 
implemented. Initial training of the RBF is conducted prior to the flight from a 
mathematical model. Such model based on training is refered to as off-line training. 
If d  is known and the realization of d  is perfect, then we can achieve the same 
global stable system performance by using (Eqn.(5.20) - d). Unfortunately, the in­
formation about d is often not known. Therefore, the adaptive control architecture 
is chosen as: 
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Reference Trajectory 
rnpi^i 
,-4(X>^ Nonlinear Control 
/ V -
disturbances e 
Space Station 
+ /\ 
'A A 
adjust parameters 
Figure 5.2: Direct adaptive control via the RBF network. 
i  = 1,2,3 (5.21) 
where is a nonlinear control term which is derived from Chapter 4 and is the 
2 ^ 
adaptive control term generated by the RBF. The is used to shape the system 
response and the is to compensate the effect of the unknown disturbances during 
operation. The schematic structure of this controller is shown in Figure 5.2. The 
adaptive control signals are represented as follows; 
nci 
''adi = E 
nc2 
i=i 
nc^ 
= E (5.22) 
i=i 
where Nc-^, Nc2', are the corresponding numbers of centers for the networks. 
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and wjy, i=l,2,3, is to be updated on-line. Note that the adaptive control in 
Eqn.(5.22) is hnearly parameterized. This feature makes it possible to derive a stable 
on-line adaptation rule. The proof is similar to the one in Section 4.3, which is 
omitted here. 
This adaptation rule was designed as follows: 
where > 0 is the adaptation gain (or learning rate). In the adaptation rule of 
Eqn.(5.23) the parameters are adjusted only when the norm of the state error vector 
lies outside a "dead zone", whose size is defined by For easy comparison purpose, 
we selected the same configuration of the Space Station model as Chapter 4. The 
training data was generated using the second nonlinear adaptive controller in the 
presence of the disturbance in Table 2.2 which encompasses 2 time orbits of simulated 
spacecraft operation. This resulted in 350 input-output combinations provided by the 
simulation. 
We implemented the neural networks using the initial conditions other than 
those used to generate the training data. For a tolerance of 0.001, the design process 
resulted in 3,4,4 kernel nodes for the three networks. The RBF centers of this solution 
is shown in Table 5.2 to Table 5.4. 
(5.23) 
Simulation Result 
To demonstrate the performance of the method of adaptive control for a Space 
Station, the model with non-principal axes in Eqn.(2.17) stated in Chapter 2 is used. 
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show that full state tracking can be achieved by using RBF 
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Table 5.2: RBF centers of the Network I 
1 
i 
2 3 
5.0026E+0 1.2750E+1 8.6190E-1 
3.0000E-4 -l.OOOOE-4 -4.0000E-4 
5.0019E+0 1.0768E+0 1.4900E+0 
''4i -9.0000E-4 -3.0000E-4 -7.0000E-4 
5.0024E+0 1.0 ^ 30E-t-0 6.6390E-1 
% i  2.0000E-4 -l.OOOOE+0 -3.0000E-4 
-5.31295E+1 4.6110E-1 -2.2640E-1 
-4.09007E+1 -8.8988E+G -9.6562E+0 
^97 -4.31944E+1 6.8550E-1 -9.0600E-1 
controller and Figure 5.5 indicates that the requirement of maximum control torques 
is much less than using the previous nonlinear controllers alone. The wellness of the 
trained networks is shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.8. It is obvious that the best 
result is in pitch axis and yaw axis is trained better than roll axis. When additional 
untrained disturbances are added to the system, Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 show that 
these networks are actually extrapolating, i.e. this method is still valid for untrained 
disturbances. It should be pointed out that while the demonstration of the RBF 
based controller is done with the disturbances used in the previous chapters. This 
approach is applicable to more general disturbances. In particular, the disturbances 
do not have to be in the form of Eqn.(2.18). 
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Figure 5.3; Tracking errors of Euler angles with neural network con­
trol with disturbances. 
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Tracking errors of Euler rates with neural network control 
with disturbances. 
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Figure 5.5: Control histories with neural network control. 
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Figure 5.6: Roll comparison of neural model output and actual dis­
turbance. 
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Figure 5.7: Pitch comparison of neural model output and actual dis­
turbance. 
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Figure 5.8: Yaw comparison of neural model output and actual dis­
turbance. 
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Figure 5.9: Tracking errors of Euler angles with untrained distur 
bance. 
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Figure 5.10: Tracking errors of Euler rates with untrained distur 
bance. 
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Table 5.3: RBF centers of the Network II 
1 
1 
2 
<=2z 
^4? 
^5z 
1.2060E-I 
l.OOOOE-4 
2.0490E+0 
-9.0000E-4 
1.1410E-1 
l.OOOOE-4 
-2.8779E+0 
-1.80412E+1 
-2.80930E+0 
1.2850E-1 
-l.OOOOE-4 
2.1189E+0 
1.2750E-1 
-l.OOOOE-4 
1.0768E+0 
-3.0000E-4 
1.0730E-1 
l.OOOOE-4 
4.6110E-1 
-8.8988E-t-0 
6.85oOE—1 
1.1930E-1 
-l.OOOOE-4 
1.0597E-h0 
8.0500E-2 
-l.OOOOE-4 
1.0657E+0 
-2.0000E-4 
7.7700E-2 
-l.OOOOE-4 
5.2565E-1 
-9.0989E+0 
7.2150E-1 
7.4100E-2 
-l.OOOOE-4 
1.0594E+0 
Table 5.4: RBF centers of the Network III 
1 
i 
2 3 4 
^Iz 5.0026E+0 4.9883E+0 5.1290E-1 -7.0000E-4 
^2z 3.0000E-4 -1.6000E-3 -9.0269E+0 6.6390E-1 
^3z' 5.0019E-j-0 3.6.394E+0 7.0580E-1 -3.0000E-4 
^4z -9.0000E-4 8.1800E-2 7.5400E-2 -2.2640E-1 
5.0024E-fO -l.OOOOE-4 -l.OOOOE-4 -9.6562E4-0 
2.0000E-4 1.0688E+0 1.0589E-F0 -9.0600E-1 
^7z -5.31295E-M -2.0000E-4 8.6190E-1 8.3040E-1 
^8i -4.09007E+1 7.9000E-2 -4.0000E-4 -4.0000E-4 
-4.31944E+1 l.OOOOE-4 1.4900E+0 1.4265E-1-0 
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CHAPTER 6. ATTITUDE CONTROL AND CMC MANAGEMENT 
In the previous chapters, control momentum gyros (CMGs) management was 
not considered in our attitude control studies. Since the CMGs are one of the several 
commonly employed attitude control actuating devices during nominal operation, 
several controllers for space station attitude control and CMC management have 
been developed. A nonlinear approach based on the feedback linearization method 
has been applied to Space Station by Bishop, et al. [9] to develop hnear control law 
for the transformed Space Station system so that both attitude control problem and 
CMG management are able to be treated simultaneously. In this chapter, we will first 
review this standard approach. Then an adaptive controller based on an approximate 
feedback linearization model is presented to cope with constant disturbances. 
Exact Feedback Linearization Techniques 
The system equations in the SISO case are simplified to 
X  =  f { x )  + g { x ) u  
y { x )  =  h { x )  (6.1) 
where x  G  5ft", u ^ y  E  f  and g  are smooth vector fields on (i.e. f { x )  E 
Tx^ G 3^", X G 3?"), and —)• is a smooth function. Differentiating the 
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plant output y  with respect to time we get 
y  —  L  j h [ x )  +  L g h [ x ) u  (6.2) 
where L j h { x )  is the Lie derivative of the function h  along the vector field / i.e. 
d h i x )  
x )  =  /(^)- If L g h { x )  =  0 then y  does not depend directly on the input 
and we differentiate again to get 
9 
y  =  L'j: h { x )  +  LgL j h { x ) u  (6.3) 
where L j h { x )  =  L j { { L j h ) { x ) )  and L g L j  =  L g { { L j h ) { x ) ) .  If the second derivative 
is still not directly dependent on the input, we can keep differentiating in this way 
until some derivative of y depends directly on the input. This process leads to the 
following definition of strong relative degree. 
Definition 6.1 The system in Eqn.(6.1) is said to have strong relative degree 
7—2 7—1 
7 if L g h [ x )  = L g L j h [ x )  —  L g L j  " h [ x )  = 0 for all x  and L g L j  h { x )  is bounded 
away from zero for all x .  
If a system has a strong relative degree 7 the 7 < n. Also, by differentiating 
the output as above one can verify that the first 7 — 1 time derivatives of y  do not 
directly depend on the input and the 7-order derivative is given by 
y ( f ^  =  L j h { x )  + L g L y ^ h { x ) u  (6.4) 
If the plant (6.1) has strong relative degree 7 then static state feedback of the form 
u  =  { v - L Z h { x ) )  (6.5) 
l g l j ,  ^ h { x )  ^  
yields the equation 
yi'y) = V (6.6) 
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Define new state variable z i  —  y ,  Z 2  • =  y ,  • • • ,  z n  —  y ^ ^  In the new state 
variables, the system is linear and complete controllable 
1 
o
 
1 • • 0 
I 
o
 
1 
0 0 • . 1 
1 o
 
0 • • 0 1 
This is referred as exact feedback linearization because no truncated Taylor series are 
used. 
The extension of this linearizing technique to multi-input and multi-output plant 
is easy to obtain. For a MIMO nonlinear system with m-input, m-output of the form: 
x - f { x ) +  g i { x ) u i +  'r9m{ x ) u m  
y i  =  h i ^ )  
V m  =  h . m { x )  (6-8) 
Where x  G 3?", u, j/ G 3?"^, and h  j  are assumed to be smooth. Now, differentiate 
the yj with respect to time to get 
m  
y j  —  L j h j [ x )  -f- ^ [ L g ^ h j ) u j ^ ^ j  =  1, • • • ,m (6-9) 
i=l 
Note that if each of Lg^hj{x) = 0, then the input does not appear in Eqn.(6.9). 
Define •jj to be the smallest integer such that at least one of the inputs appears in 
the yj^. Therefore, 
• 'y • ttl y . — 
y - ^  = ^ ^  
2 = 1 
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7i-l 
with at least one of the L g i { L j  ^  0  \ / x .  Define the m x m matrix .4(x) as 
A{x) = 
• • •  l g r n i l j  h ^ )  
Lg\{L'^'^ ^hm) Lgm{L'^ hm] 
Then the Eqn.(6.9) can be written as 
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y i  • ' 
+ A(i) 
"1 
1 r 1 
s
 1 
u m  
(6.12 
If A { x )  e  is bounded away from singularity, the state feedback control 
(6.ii; 
law 
u = A ^(x)(— 
yields the closed loop decoupled linear equation 
l f k ,  
rim r i-i jr tlm 
+  v )  
' 9^' ' U1 
s
 
'
 
1 v m  
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
Once the linear system has been achieved, further control approaches such as pole 
placement, linear quadratic regulator etc. can be easily applied. Even if the matrix 
A{x) is singular, linearization may still be achieved using dynamic state feedback. 
The development may be followed by using integrator before some of the inputs. 
Details can be seen in [53]. 
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Control Design 
The complete nonlinear dynamic equations with principal axes for a Space Sta­
tion utilized in the control design are: 
Attitude Dynamics: 
B  —  +  n  (6.15) 
where 
1 — cos0]^tan53 sin tan ^ 3 
D{0) = 0 cos sec ^ 3 — sin sec ^ 3 
0 sin cos^l^ 
Rotational Dynamics: 
u> = i ^(—u; x lui + Sn'^c X /c — u + (i) 2 ,  (6.16) 
where 
c = 
— sin 02 cos ^ 3 
cos 61 sin $2 sin 0^ + sin 9-^ cos $2 
— sin 9i sin 62 ^3 + cos 6^ cos ^2 
/l 0 0 
i = 0 /2 0 
0 0 / 3  
\ 
and d  is the disturbance torque. 
CMG Momentum: 
h — —u! X h + u (6.17) 
where hi, h2 and are the body axis components of the CMG momentum. For the 
control law design in this section, d will be assumed to be zero. In order to design a 
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controller such that CMG momentum can be minimized while maintaining the body 
orientation of the Space Station near LVLH orientation, we choose nine state vari­
ables X = ^2- ^2' three control torque inputs acting on 
CMGs u = {ui,u2Tu^)- It is essential to properly select three output functions such 
that the sum of the relative degrees for those three output functions is nine to meet 
the conditions for exact feedback linearization. In this studies, the same outputs are 
taken as in the work by [17]. The three chosen output functions are: LVLH yaw 
and pitch axis components of the total momentum (sum of momentum of the Space 
Station and CMGs) ifg and H2 which have relative degree of 4 and -3; respectively, 
the third one is yaw angle which has relative degree 2. The transformation from body 
frame to LVLH frame can be achieved through the following T matrix: 
cos 9^ cos $2 " cos 9i sin 9^ cos ^ 2 + sin 61 sin 62 sin 9-^ sin ^3 cos ^2 + cos 9^ sin 62 
sin ^ 3 cos 9i cos 9^ — sin 9j cos ^ 3 
— cos 9^sin92 cos 9i sin ^3 sin ^ 2 + sin 9i cos 6 0  — sin 9i sin ^ 3 sin $2 + cos 9i cos 
(6.18) 
The components and its first and second time derivatives of matrix T are defined 
as following: 
Til ~ cos^3 cos ^2 
ri2 = — cos ^1 sin ^3 cos ^ 2 + sill sin ^2 
Ti3 = sin ^1 sin ^3 cos ^2 + c°s ^ 1 sin^2 
T21 = sin 613 
r22 = cos 9i cos ^ 3 
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723 = — sin02cos03 
T;^]^ = — cos03sin02 
^32 ~ ^1 ^3 ^2 + ^1 ^2 
r33 = — sinsin^3 sin02 + cos ^ 2 cos ^2 (6.19) 
^11 = -^13'^2 + ^ 12'^3 + ^ 13" 
^12 - ^13^^! ~ ^11*^3 + ^32" 
^13 = ~"^12'^'l + ^11^2 + ^ 33" 
^21 -^23'^2 + ^22'^3 
^22 = %^1 - ^21'^3 
^23 = -^22^^! + ^21'^2 
^31 = -%'^2 + ^ 32^3 - ^ll'^ 
^32 = ^SS'^l - - ^12'^ 
133 = —TZ2u!-^ + T^-^to^ ~ ^ 13^^ (6.20) 
Til -^1.3'^2 - ^13'^2 + ^ 12^3 + ^ 13'^'3 + ^31'^ 
^12 = + ^ 13^1 - ^ll'^3 - <^3 + 
^13 = -^12^1+2^12^1+^11^2+^11^'2 + %" 
r2i = -t-y^io--) — t--)^u)') + J29W3 + t--)')iji!^ 
T22 = ^23'^1 + ^ 23^1 ~ ^ 21'^3 ~ ^21*^3 
^23 = -^22'^1 - ^22^1 + 121^2 + 191^2 
^31 = -%'^2 - ^33^2 + ^ 32^3 + ^ 32^'3 " ^11^-
^32 = %^'l+%wi-T'3iaJ3-731^3 +tun 
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% = -^32^1 - - ^31'^3 - ^31^'3 " ^13" (6-21) 
Hence, the Hi, Ho and H^, can be calculated by 
h i  =  t i i { h i  +  i i o j i )  +  t i 2 { h 2  +  1 2 1 ^ 2 )  + ' ^ u i h  +  
^ 2  -  7 2 I ( / j i  + +  T 2 2 ( / 2 2  + - ^ 2 ^ 2 )  +  ^ 2 3 ( ^ 3  +  • ^ 3 ' ^ 3 )  
•^3 ~ 73]^(/I]_ +/;[W][) + r32(/i2 +-^2^2) + ^33(^3 +-^3*^3) (6.22) 
The chosen linearizing transformation is 2 = $(a;). Therefore, the local coordinate 
transformation for the Space Station can be represented by the following new vari­
ables; 
-11 = -^3 
-12 = -^Hi 
-13 -"^^3+ 3"^(^21^31-''l+^22^32^2+ %%^3) 
214 = "'^•'^^1 ~3n^(^11^21-^l+^12^22^2+ ^ 13^23-^3) 
+372^(123732 + 722^33)(/2 - i^)uji 
+ 3 n ^ { t 2 ^ t ^ l  +  7 2 i 7 3 3 ) ( / 3  -  i i ) u ; 2  
+ 3 r f i { t 2 2 t - ^ l  + t 2 i t ^ 2 ) i h  -  -^2^3 
Z2i = H2 
-22 = 3n2(Tn73i/i+712732/2+ 713733/3) 
223 - -^^HT^i-Tli)Ii-SnHT'l2-Tloy2-^riHT'l^-4^)h 
+3"'^ (713732 + 7I2733)(/2 - /3)wi 
+3^^(713/31 + 7ii733)(/3 - /i)u;2 
+3n^(Ti273i + 7ii732(/i - 72)^3 
S3 
-31 = ^3 
Z'^2 — a;3 cos +'*^2 (6.23) 
In this analysis, the control matrix A { x )  now becomes 
^l(%^32 + ^22^33) •^2(%r31 + 2^21%) ^3(^22^31 + ^21 ^ 32^ 
-3n- ^1(^13^32 + ^ 12^33) ^2(^13^31 + ^ 112^33) -^3(^12^31 + ^11%2) 
sin 6] cos 9] 
3n^/2 3n'^/3 
0 
(6.24) 
where 
^ h - h  ^  ^ h - h  .  _  
^ h h ' h 
The control matrix evaluated at TEA xq (i.e. ^ = [ 0,0, 0], a; = [0. —n, 0], h = [0,0, 0]) 
0 0 
0 3n3(i5^) 0 A(xo) = 
^1-^2 
± 
^3 J 
(6.25) 
0 0 
As long as Ii ^ I2^ and I2 7^ ^3, A{XQ) is not singular and controls can be calculated 
through Eqn.(6.13). The new control vector v is chosen to be linear feedback of the 
form 
t'l = -^1(^11 - z u ^ )  -  -  ~ 1 2 ^ )  -  %(~13 - ^13^) - -^"4(^14 - -14^) + ^ 14^ 
n = -^5(-21-^21^)-%(-22-~22j)-^"7(^23-^23^) + %j 
^3 = -^(-'31 - ^31^) - ^9(^32 - 2.32^) + %2^ (6.26) 
where 2^ ^  is the desired reference trajectory so that the characteristic equation for 
the linear decoupled system is 
A(x)=:(5'^ + fcis^ + fc2'5" 'i' k'^s -{• kQS -T k'j){s'' kgs kg) (6.2^) 
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Simulation Results 
The Space Station is initialized aX 9 = [5°, 10°,5°]de5, io - [Q:2n, —n,0]ra<i/s, 
h=0, with n = O.OOllraci/sec. The closed loop poles are chosen to be [—5.5 ± 2.32z], 
[—4.386±0.57ii], [—2.75±1.3i],—0.2597, [—2.7±0.72]. The simulation results are shown 
from Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.3. The simulation results indicate the good performance 
can be achieved for the Space Station in a disturbance free environment if we properly 
choose the closed-loop poles. But in some situations, aerodynamic disturbances, 
drag in particular can not be ignored. For a Space Station in a circular orbit, the 
aerodynamic drag torque may be approximated by a constant vector. With small 
disturbances, the system stability may still be maintained by using the same feedback 
linearization controller, but the system performance will be greatly degraded. The 
cumulative CMGs momentum is high which can be seen in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5. 
This is the case where constant disturbance torques [1,4,1] Ib-ft are applied in the 
three body axes. When the disturbances get larger, the system will become unstable. 
Figure 6.6 shows the variation of the Euler angles when the disturbances are [2, 16, 
2] Ib-ft. Notice that the pitch angle diverged in less than i orbital period (i.e. about 
4600 sec.). 
Approximate Feedback Linearization Control with Unknown Constant 
Disturbances 
In the face of the constant disturbances, the simulation in the preceding sec­
tion has shown the necessity of further compensation. The modifications of the exact 
feedback linearization for Space Station attitude control and CMGs momentum man­
agement with the unknown disturbances can be performed by the new transformation 
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linearization control. 
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i = ^{x,d) which are 
hi = m 
H'2 ~ • ' 1 2  + +  ^ 2 ^ 3 2  
^13 = ^3-"(<^'1^11+4^12+ 4^13) 
+^1^31 + ^ 2^32 + ^ 3^33 
il4 = 214 -+ 4^32 + 4%3) 
-n{difii +d2Ti2 + h^ l'i) 
+dif^l + 4^32 + <^'3^33 
%1 = ^21 
%2 == ^22 + (^^1^21 + ^2^22 + ^ 3^23) 
^23 = ^23 + (^1^21 + ^2^22 + ^ 3^23) 
hi = ^31 
%2 = ^32 (6-28) 
where z^j is the new variable for the original transformation and cij, d2 and d^ are 
the estimations of the unknown, but constant disturbances di, do, and ^3 acting on 
the three body axes of the Space Station. Due to the effects of the disturbances, the 
condition of relative degree of 4 for i/g is no longer satisfied. Instead of 7^ = 4, the 
control torque appears in the term ii3 so that the relative degree reduces to 3 as 
shown in the following. 
^13 = "14-^^^(<^"1^31+4'^32+ <^'3%)-"(4^11+4^12 + 4^13) 
<^l(-^33^2 + r32^'3 - Tll^ - " 3"^T3iT33))) 
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+^32^ ~ -^""^31^32))) + ^2(^33^^'! + ^31^3 + ^12" 
- 3n^T32T33) - Tsil7  N^2 " 3^-^312^32))) 
n ^3 
hi~'^ 32^ 2 + ^31^3 ~ ^ IS'^ ~ %( ^2-^3) 
h 
'3 - 3n-'r32T33) 
+r3l(^^^7^Hu.'2 - iri%lT-32))) + (-4%/^! + 4^32/^1)^1 
+(-'^1^33/-^2 + 4^32/-^2)"2 + {^T-^llh " 4^3l/'^3)"3 
/ , / . / , 
= /l3(a^) +fi'l(2:,c;)ui +52(^''^)"2 + ^ 3(2:,'^)^i3 (6.29) 
Therefore, the exact feedback linearization is not applicable to this problem. Since 
the magnitudes of the coefficients of the control terms are found to be small compared 
with other terms 5 order of magnitude smaller at the beginning, we opt to use the 
approximate feedback linearization technique by simply neglecting the terms which 
I . I  I  
Z13 . I.e. 
For detailed theoretical background, see Hauser [19]. In this way, the lost relative 
degree is "recovered". We rewrite the transformed state equations in the form; 
1 dz .  dz 9 
= —a; -I -M 
dx dd 
 - I -  . 
include controls in zt? i. . g-j^{x.d)ui ,  g2{x,d)u2 and g.-^{x,d)u^.  
=  ^( / (^)  + Gix)u + Wd + Wd) + Ad 
Ox Qd 
= Zxi f ix)  + G{x)u + Wd) + ZxWd + Z^d (6.30) 
where 
W = 
0 0 0 I//1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 I//2 0 0 0 0 
0  0  0  0  0  I / /3  0  0  0  
T 
Zx = and Z^ = d = d — d.  Zx £ xhe approximate 
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linear control law is then 
u[x,d) = A{x.d) L^HoixJ) 
ije^ixJ) 
+ v) ( 6 . 3 1 )  
where 
A{x, d) = y4(x) 
+ 4%2)/^I ('^i^ss ~ T^zih)lh {-^2^1 + T^M/h 
(<^2^23 ~ h'^22)lh -(4^23 " 4^2l)/-^2 (4^22 - 4^21 )/^3 
0 sin^l 
"V 
COS a-[ 
( 6 . 3 2 )  
Let be the desired trajectory and denote the tracking error as in the Space 
Station system ec whose components are z- — If we choose our nominal control 
-hih\ - ni^) - hih2 - h2^) ~ - hz^) - hihi - ^ 14^)) + ^14^ 
-k^ihi - Z21^) - him - h2^) - hihz - %3^) + ^ 23^ 
-hihl - %l^) - ^"9(% - %2j)) + %2^ 
( 6 . 3 3 )  
The closed-loop decoupled system can be obtained and written as 
ec — AQCC + Zxd "F Z^d ( 6 . 3 4 )  
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where 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
-k^ 
-K-2 -K- i  
-^4 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -k^ 
-% -K^ 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 n \ j  n u -kg -kg 
Since in general, it is difficult to know the exact value of the disturbances d = 
[c?2, estimation must be made for satisfactory performance. An adaptation 
law for the disturbances is assumed to be 
d = LcCc ( 6 . 3 5 )  
In order to design this adaptation law such that the tracking error will go to 
zero asymptotically, we consider a Lyapunov function candidate 
V = P^^ec + ^  ( 6 . 3 6 )  
where Pc is a positive matrix and is a constant positive matrix. The time deriva­
tive of V along the closed-loop trajectory is 
V = ^Pc ^^c — ^Pc ^PcPc P^ ^ LcS-c 
= P^HAcPC + PcA^ + Z^LcPc + PcL^zj - Pc)Pc^ec 
+2d{Pd ^Lc + z'^Pq ^)ec ( 6 . 3 7 )  
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To cancel the cross-product term, we choose 
Lc = -PdZ^pr^ (6.3S) 
Let Y = —Z^P^Zx , and choose 
Q — {oi  Vj in +  ^  (6.39) 
Pc — AcPc + Pc-Aq + Q (6.40) 
Substitute Eqns.(6.33), (6.36) and (6.38) into Eqn.(6.35) so that 
1/ = e^PhAcPc + PcA^-Y-Y^-Pc)P^Kc 
= -e^P}{aIn + {In + Y){In + YT^))p-^ec < 0 for  Vec ^ 0 (6.41) 
where o; is a positive constant. Therefore, the asymptotic error-tracking can be 
achieved by Eqn.(6.29), (6.38) and together with the adaptation law 
Simulation Results 
For comparison purpose, we use the same initial conditions and control law pa­
rameters for the Space Station, and the disturbances are also the same as in previous 
section. To investigate the improvements by using this adaptive controller, we choose 
the desired trajectory 
d= -P^z'^Pc ^ec (6.42) 
(6.43) 
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Figure 6.7: Euler angles with small constant disturbances by adaptive 
controller. 
pitch 
yaw 
2.0 3.0 
Time (orbits) 
which, when d = 0, correspond to the LVLH position. Two simulations are carried 
out; one is for the smaller disturbance (cf]^ = 1, ^2 = 4, d^ = 1) Ib-ft; the other is for 
the larger disturbance {di = 2.(^2 = 16,c?3 = 2) Ib-ft. Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 dis­
play the simulation results for Case 1. The improvement of the performance is obvious 
compared with the case without the modification (Figs. 6.4 and 6.5). Both Euler 
angles and CMGs momentum are stabilized to smaller values. More importantly, 
this adaptive control is able to stabilize the system with large disturbances while the 
exact feedback linearization can not. This can be seen in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 
compared to Figure 6.6. It should be pointed out that in this case, convergence of 
parameter estimation is not guaranteed. So d can converge to values different than 
d, and the converged value closely depends on the magnitude of disturbances. 
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Figure 6.8: CMGs momentum with small constant disturbances by 
adaptive controller. 
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Figure 6.9; Euler angles with large disturbances by 'adaptive con­
troller. 
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Figure 6.10: CMGs momentum with large disturbances by adaptive 
controller. 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS 
A linear controller was first examined ed for the nonlinear Space Station dynam­
ics. As expected, it worked well for small overall perturbations and small system 
parameter uncertainties. The performance degraded as the perturbations increase. 
Thus, it is necessary to study nonlinear control approaches. 
Two nonlinear adaptive controllers which were originally designed for robot ma­
nipulators were first developed to solve the robustness problem which arises from the 
parameter uncertainties for the system inertias and the unknown disturbances. The 
spacecraft was assumed to be a rigid body so that the requirements for the linear 
parameterization and skew-symmetric properties were satisfied in this problem. The 
first controller was a nonlinear adaptive controller which needs some prior informa­
tion about the parameters but requires less effort to tune the parameters. A sliding 
rule associated with the adaptive laws for the parameters was required for this con­
troller to achieve global stability of the uncertain systems. The other was an adaptive 
nonlinear controller which extracted information from the trac-king errors and their 
higher derivatives to actuate the parameter update. Asymptotic convergence of both 
adaptive controllers were proved. 
Since the disturbance torques are modeled as a constant term plus some peri­
odic functions with unknown magnitudes and phase angles, the above two adaptive 
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controllers were modified by introducing a term involving the estimated parameters 
and the known sinusoid vector. Its purpose was to compensate for the effects of the 
disturbances. The convergence of the disturbance parameters was proved by showing 
that the disturbance vector was persistently excited. A number of simulations were 
carried out to evaluate the performance of the adaptive controllers. Both controllers 
were shown to have equally good tracking performances with the uncertain param­
eters in terms of the convergence rate and smooth state response. But the second 
controller has better convergence rate than the first one. For the second adaptive 
controller, the convergence of the parameters was tested with the cross-products of 
inertia neglected. Both nonlinear adaptive controllers were found to be robust with 
the unmodeled dynamics. 
A neural network control design via radial basis function (RBF) was investi­
gated. This RBF neural network control method was used in conjunction with a 
baseline control which can be any of the above two adaptive controllers to shape the 
system response. It acted as an open-loop control to predict the disturbances and to 
cancel their effects. The disturbances were not necessarily periodic functions as long 
as some prior information about the structure of the disturbance was provided. It 
has been shown that the orthogonal forward regression procedure provides a powerful 
method for fitting radial basis function models to spacecraft attitude control prob­
lem. Although the numbers of the centers were found to be very few for our three 
networks, their fitting abilities were remarkable. Simulation results also showed that 
the required control torques were relatively smaller than just using the nonlinear 
adaptive controllers. Its ability of extrapolation for the untrained disturbances are 
also tested. 
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When control momentum gyros (CMGs) are used for attitude control, both the 
magnitude of the GMG momentum and the Space Station attitude need to be reg­
ulated. While in a disturbance-free environment, the exact feedback linearization 
method has been successful in this regard, the system performance degrades and 
eventually instabihty will occur as the disturbances appear and increase in size. An 
approximate feedback linearization approach was employed to simultaneous attitude 
control and control momentum gyro (CMGs) management for the Space Station 
problem with unknown constant disturbances. By designing a direct adaptive track­
ing controller based on the approximate feedback linearized system, we were able to 
stabilize the system and control the state variables to a reasonable small range. 
Future work is still needed in comprehensive investigation of the control of the 
transient state responses to reduce the maximum required control effort. The struc­
ture flexibility will be another concern for more realistic studies of the adaptive con­
trollers for the spacecraft attitude control. Finally, time-varying disturbances may 
need to be studied in the attitude control and CMGs management problem. 
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APPENDIX A. SEQUENTIAL ORTHOGONAL ROTATIONS 
Consider the sequence of the orientations of a rigid body with body fixed axes 
62 and 63 associated with unit vectors ei,e2, and 63 relative to a LVLH axes Ei-
E2, and £'3 associated with unit vector Ei,E2: and £3 is 2-3-1 which represents the 
Euler angle sequence pitch, yaw, and roll(^25 ^l)-
Let the rotation of a unit vector ta through an angle 0 relative to LVLH unit 
vector Ej^ which is shown in Figure A.l. where a,/? subscripts take the values of 
1,2,3. 
The components of Ei along directions are given by 
ei = £1 
62 = E2 cos 6 + £3 sin 0 
63 = — £2 sin 9 + £3 cos ()!> (A.l) 
or in matrix form as 
/ - ^ / 1 0 \ 0 
'  h' 
h 
= 0 cos ( j )  sin^ h = R{<p) h  
— sin (j> cos (p ^ 
U 3 ,  
where R{<l)) is called the rotational matrix which represents the rotation of Cq about 
Ej^. Therefore, the orientation from body frame to LVLH frame can be expressed in 
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Figure A.I: Sequential orthogonal rotations 
terms of the orthogonal rotation matrices as follows: 
/ J \ 
^1 
/ 
^2 
\ "3 / 
^(^2) 
^2 
h 
(A.3) 
/ J' \ 
^1 
u 
h 
// 
\ "3 ) 
= R{h) 
/ \ 
^1 
/ 
h 
\h j 
(A.4) 
/ , \ 
ei 
h 
\ h )  
( J' \ 
^1 
jt 
h 
n 
V '3 J 
(A.5) 
where 
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/ \ 
ei 
h 
V ^3 /  
= R{ei)R{d.^ )R{9.2] 
' h ^  
h 
\ ^ 3 /  
cos ^2 sin ^2 0 
^(^2) 0 1 0 
sin 09 0 cos 09 2/ 
/ ^ \ 
cos 0,3 sin 00 0 
i2(03) = • sin 00 cos 00 0 
0 0 1 
V / 
(A.6) 
1 0 0 
•^(^l) — 0 cos6i sin0]^ 
0 — sin $1 cos 0]^ 
The combined matrix for 2-3-1 sequence of rotation is the product of the orthogonal 
rotation matrices. It is 
R231 = R{9^)R{6^)R{e2) = 
^ cos 03 cos 02 — cos 0]^ sin 00 cos 09 + sin 0]^ sin 02 sin 0][ sin ^3 cos 02 + cos Oi sin 02 ^ 
sin 03 cos $1 cos 03 — sin 0i cos 03 
- cos 03 sin 02 cos 9^ sin 03 sin 02 -1- sin 0^ cos 09 ~ sin 9^ sin 03 sin 02 + sin 0| cos 69 
(A.7) 
where i?231 indicates the rotation matrix of body axes through Euler angles to the 
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LVLH axes. The inverse relationship in Eqn.(A.6) is of the form 
^ El ^ 
\ ^3 / 
231 
/ . \ 
ei 
62 
\ ^ 3 /  
(A.S) 
Because of the orthogonality, the inverse matrix is equivalent to its transpose; that 
is 
- (A.9) 
^231 ^ -^231 
The rotation from LVLH frame to body frame can simply be obtained through matrix 
/ 
^231-
